EZKeyer III
By Craig Johnson, AAØZZ
A Complete, Easy-to-Use, Standalone CW Keyer
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Introduction

This full featured PIC-based iambic Morse code keyer features three memories and is very easy use. It
has many of the features of the high end keyers while maintaining ease of use. Commands are entered
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directly with the paddles rather than scrolling through menus. The printed circuit board, case, and PIC
microcontroller code were designed and developed for the Four State QRP Group by Craig Johnson,
AAØZZ.
Using a PC board that is only 2" x 2", this is an EZ-to-build, small footprint project with large impact on
your operating capabilities, whether in the shack or in the field. This version features a custom case that
the builder assembles from PC boards. All installation instructions are included in this assembly manual.
The kit includes all the parts required to build the kit – printed circuit board, pushbuttons, connectors,
speaker, programmed PIC microcontroller, transistors, caps, diodes and an easy-to-assemble custom
case.

2 Features
-

3

PIC microcontroller (16F88)
Speed controlled by potentiometer or via the paddles
Speed range 5 - 55 words per minute
Eleven direct-entry commands
Three easy-to-use memories stored in non-volatile memory (EEPROM). Messages 1 can hold up
to 47 characters while messages 2 and 3 can each hold up to 95 characters
Iambic A or B, bug emulation, straight-key (“cootie-key”) modes
Sequenced receiver mute line (low active for 7ms before and after keying the transmitter)
Speed and modes saved in non-volatile memory (EEPROM)
Speed entered by command or changed on-the-fly via the paddles
Tune mode
Current speed reported by command
600 Hz sidetone (may be turned off)
Autospacing between elements of characters (optional)
Paddle Dash/Dot swap command
Current code revision can found when powering up
All EEPROM setting can be initialized to default settings
Message repeat after selectable delay (beacon mode) of up to 9 seconds
Operating voltage 3 - 5.5 volts
Low power (1ma active and 1uA in sleep mode)so no power switch required

Components
___ 18-pin PIC Socket
___ U1 - 16LF88 PIC
___ C1 - .1 uF Capacitor
___ Q1, Q2 - BS170 N-Chan MOSFET transistor - flat side must match outline on board
___ D1, D2 - 1N4148 diode - orient banded end per silk-screen on board
___ D3 - 1N5817 Schottky Diode
___ J1 - 1/8” Stereo jack - Paddle input — tip dot, dash ring, ground sleeve
___ J2 - 1/8” Stereo jack - Keyed line — line connected to tip, ground to sleeve
___ J3 - 1/8” Stereo jack – RX Mute line — mute connected to tip, ground to sleeve
___ R1 -10k linear potentiometer
___ R1 -10k trimmer potentiometer
___ Spk1 Speaker
___ PB1, PB2, PB3 SPST momentary-on pushbuttons
___ PC board
___ Case
___ 4 rubber bumpers
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___ 4
___ 8
___ 2
___ 1
___ 1

1.75” spacers, 6-32 threads
6-32 x 3/8” screws
pin header shunts
knob 1/2" diameter, 1/4” shaft
Battery holder 3xAA

4 Building the PC Board
This is the bare PC board.

Figure 4.1 - Bare Board
___ Break off the two shims (Figure 4.2)

Figure 4.2 – Board with Shims Removed
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___ Locate four 1/2“ scraps of wire. Scrap resistor leads are fine. Bend them as shown in Fig 4.3.

Figure 4.3 – Scrap Wire
___ Look at picture of Figure 4.4. Make sure the shims have the words “R1 Shim” facing up.
Insert one wire scrap through the top left corner of one of the shims, then through the same corner
of the second shim and finally through the corresponding hole in the PC board. Look at the picture
in Figure 4.5 and make sure you have it in the correct location. The four holes are toward the
bottom of the shims and the rectangular cutout on the PCB is also on the bottom.

Figure 4.4 – Wire in One Corner
___ Once again, make sure you have the shims as shown in Figure 4.4. Make sure the "R1 Shim"
labels are as shown in the picture. This is very important; the speed pot will not work if one or both
of these shims are turned over.
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___ After verifying that you are have the shims oriented correctly on the PCB and the first wire
placed, put three more wire scraps through the other three shim corner holes and corresponding
PCB holes. The board should look like Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 – Wires in Four Corners
___ Turn board over and solder all four wires coming through the corner holes (Fig 4.6). Trim.

Figure 4.6 – Four Corner Wires on Back Side
___ Turn board back to front side and solder all four wires coming through the corner holes (Fig
4.7). Trim the wire/solder connections close to the board. It's important to make sure the
solder point does not contact the body of the pot when it's installed later.
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Figure 4.7 – Four Corner Wires on Front Side
___ Install the 18-pin DIP socket for U1. Make sure the socket is oriented with the notched end
“up”, as shown on the silkscreen. Make sure all pins are all the way down in the board by first
soldering one corner pin and then reheating this pin while pressing down on the PCB right around
the socket. Often you will hear a “snap” as the pins all seat themselves all the way. Verify the
socket is mounted with the notch end oriented correctly and then solder the remaining 17 pins.
___ Install the three stereo jacks on the PC board. Solder one pin of each jack first. Make sure
the jack is flat on the board by holding the board sideways and pressing down on the jack as you
reheat the soldered connection. Then solder the other two pins. Repeat this procedure for the
other two jacks.
___ Install capacitor C1, located just above the 18-pin DIP socket. Solder.
___ Locate and identify diodes D1, D2 and D3. Notice the differences. D1 and D2 are the small
glass diodes (1N4148) while D3 is the black body diode (1N5817) with white markings.
___ Install diodes D1 and D2 (1N4148), the small glass diodes. Make sure the banded ends of the
diodes are installed per the silk-screen markings.
___ Install D3, the Schottky diode (1N5817), the black diode with white markings. Make sure the
banded end of the diode is installed per the silk-screen markings.
___ Install Q1 and Q2, the two BS-170 MOSFET transistors. Make sure the flat sides of these
transistors are installed per the silk-screen markings. Mount with the bodies of the transistors
about 1/4” above the PC board.
___ If you are going to be installing the standard on-board speaker (piezo) install it now. Solder
quickly and carefully, observing the polarity as marked. If you will be installing the optional
speaker, you can install it later.
___ Install the 4-pin header in HDR1. Solder.
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___ Install the 10k potentiometer, R1 in the shims. Insert the 4 signal pins and two side mounting
pins into the shim stack. It sometimes helps to insert the four pot pins first and rotate back on the
two mounting pins. Putting pressure from the side of these pins with a small screwdriver helps
them to seat properly in the holes. Make sure the shim corner wire connections do not make
contact with the frame of the pot. If one does does, remove the pot and trim the wire/solder
connection and reinstall the pot. Make sure it is fully seated. Solder all four pins as they enter
the shim. Then solder the two mounting pins into their holes in the shim.
___ Install the 10k trimmer potentiometer, R2. Make sure it is fully seated before soldering. Turn
fully clockwise for maximum volume. Adjust to a comfortable level later.
___ Install the three pushbuttons. Mount them all the way down on the PC board as far as they go.
Solder one switch and align it vertically by sight. If adjustments are needed, fix it by heating one
pin at a time and gradually moving it into position. Similarly, mount and align the other two
pushbuttons. Looking from the side the three pushbuttons should be aligned.
___ Install the PIC in the socket. Orient the notch per the silk-screen on board and the notch in the
socket. To prepare the PIC for installation, hold it by the two ends, turn it on its and side, press
down on a table top so all 9 pins on that side are bent in a bit - until they are pointing straight down.
Turn the PIC over and do the same with the other 9 pins. Now both sets of pins should be aligned
so it will insert easily into the socket.

Figure 4.8 – Completed Board
___ Consider whether or not you want to use the speed-limit jumpers (HDR1). See the Speed
Limits description in Section 7.4. You can always change it later, of course, but it's easier to do
before you install the board in the case.
___ Set the trimmer pot, R2, to desired speaker volume setting. As a starting point, turn it to
maximum volume (clockwise). If you are using the onboard piezo you will probably like it in the
maximum volume position. If you are using one of the external speakers you may want to turn it
back a bit after testing in the case.
Figure 4.8 shows the completed PC Board.
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5 Building the Case
There are different methods that can be used to build the case. Read through these suggested
approaches and see what makes most sense to you. Details of each approach follow.
Approach 1: Assemble the case without soldering. Hold in place with tape on the corners or with a
few rubber bands around it. Solder all four edges and four corners.
Approach 2: Assemble and tack solder one edge at a time. After all four edges are tacked on and
aligned, add additional solder tack points. Solder all four corners.
Here is what the case looks like at first.

Figure 5.1 – Case Outside

Figure 5.2 – Case Inside

___ Break apart the 6 pieces. Figure 5.3
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Figure 5.3 – Case Broken Apart
___ Sand or file all of the edges. You will be happy that you took the time to do this since it feels
much better when in use. Use a fine-tooth mill file (Figure 5.4) or a sanding block. You could put a
piece of sandpaper on the workbench and hold the piece vertically as you run it back and forth
over the sandpaper. Be very careful not to sand any of the soldermask surfaces!

Figure 5.4 – Mill File
Method 1:
___ Assemble the case - four edge pieces and the bottom - and hold it together with tape on the
four corners (Figure 5.5a) or, alternatively, you could secure it with several rubber bands (Figure
5.5b). Make sure the end piece with the three holes is at the top side of the box so you can read
the silkscreened commands when you turn it over. As you solder, heat both boards of the edge
simultaneously with a blunt-tipped soldering iron. Low wattage is sufficient.
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Figure 5.5a – Case Sides Taped in Position

Figure 5.5a – Case Sides with Rubber Bands

___ Tack solder the edges to the bottom board in several places on each edge. You can solder
along the entire edges but it is not necessary.
___ Tack solder the corners together in several places each. Again, you can solder along the
entire edges but it is not necessary. You may find it easier to do this by standing the box upright
on an edge with the corner to be soldered on the bottom.
___ Install the four 1.75” spacers in the inside corners of the case. For each spacer use a 3/8”
screw through a rubber bumper and then through the case bottom and into the spacer. See Figure
5.9.

Method 2:
___ Place a small solder “blob” in the center of one of the long edges of the bottom board. A lowwattage, blunt-tipped soldering iron is sufficient. See Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6 – Solder “Blob” on First Edge
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___ Tack the edge of the side piece to the bottom board. As you solder, heat both edges
simultaneously with the blunt-tipped soldering iron. See Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7 – First Side Attached
___ In a similar manner, tack the other side to the bottom board. See Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8 – Second Side Attached
___ Now tack the “Top” end piece to the bottom board. See Figure 5.9. Be careful to use the
correct end piece for each end. Look at the silk screened commands on the other side of the
bottom board and make sure the end piece with the three holes is on the top side as you read
the command list.
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Figure 5.9 – Two Sides plus Top
___ Now tack the other end piece to the bottom board. See figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10 – All Sides
___ When all edges are tacked in place and all fit properly, add additional solder to various places
along the edges (Figure 5.11). You don’t have to solder the entire edges but there is no harm if
you want to.

Figure 5.11 – Extra Solder Along Bottom Edges
___ In a similar manner, solder the vertical edges of the four corners (Figure 5.12).
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Figure 5.12 – Extra Solder On Vertical Edges
___ Install the four 1” spacers in the inside corners of the case. For each spacer use a 3/8” screw
through a rubber bumper and then through the case bottom and into the spacer. See Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.13 – Corner Spacers

6 Installing the PC Board in the Case
___ Install three AA batteries in a battery pack. See Section 7.1 for example sources and part
numbers.
___ Attach the 3-cell AA battery pack to the PCB. (See Figure 4.8) Solder the red wire to the +
terminal and the black wire to the other terminal. WATCH THE POLARITY!
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___ Figure 6.1 shows the PCB with the standard piezo speaker. (See Section 7.2 for information about
how to install the optional Radio Shack Piezo.) The battery pack lays in the bottom of the case and the
PCB mounts above the battery pack. You may want to make a small loop of tape (sticky side out) and
place it in the case below the battery pack to keep it from sliding around.
___ Remove the nuts and washers from the three jacks, the three pushbuttons, and the speed pot.
Insert the three jacks through the holes at the end of the case. Attach with the three nuts. Be careful
not to scratch the case as you tighten the nuts.

Figure 6.1 – Board Mounted in Case
___ Place the top cover over the three pushbuttons and speed pot (Figure 6.2).
___ Install the speed pot and pushbutton washers and nuts to hold the top cover on but leave loose.
___ Attach the cover with 3/8” screws into the four corner spacers. Tighten.
___ Tighten the speed pot and pushbutton nuts, taking care not to scratch the surface.
___ (Optional) Install a knob of your choice on the speed pot shaft. Shaft size is 6mm (.238") so a knob
for a .238" shaft works best but a knob for a .250" shaft works OK also. The diameter should be
about .5" or so.
Some possibilities are:
DigiKey 226-4092-ND (.238")
DigiKey 250-1742-ND (.250")
Radio Shack #274-415 (.250")
Radio Shack #274-018 (.250")
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Figure 6.2 – Cover Installed
That’s it! The EZKeyer is ready to use.

7 Using the EZKeyer III
7.1 Powering the EZKeyer III
Powering the keyer is left to the builder. The voltage range must be within 3 to 5.5 V DC. Note that the
speaker volume is reduced when running at lower voltages. Three AA batteries make nice battery pack
for the keyer and the batteries should last for a year or more.
There is plenty of room in the case for the 3-cell AA battery pack.
Make sure you measure the voltage before connecting the batteries to the board!

7.2 Installing a larger speaker
If you decide you want more volume coming from the keyer than the on-board speaker can provide, you
can use an external speaker. One common, inexpensive speaker that has been tested with good
results is Radio Shack part number 273-073. For maximum volume, the case has specifically been
designed to accommodate piezo part number 102-2200-ND from Digikey. (This piezo is shown in
Figure 7.1.)
If you chose to use an external speaker, remove the on-board speaker first and attach the wires for the
external speaker to these holes in the board. Be sure to observe polarity. The speakers can be
attached on its edge facing the operator and lining up with the hole grid on the case. This will give a
noticeable increase in speaker volume. Other speakers can be used as well. To keep the speaker
from moving around you can hold it in place with a piece of folded-up tape wedged between the
speaker and the PCB or you can use a piece of foam or other material. If you use the large Digikey
piezo (102-2200-ND), make sure you mount it with the larger hole facing forward (toward the enclosure
grid).
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Figure 7.1 – With Optional External Speaker

7.3 Installing a Knob on the Speed Pot
Install the knob on the speed pot shaft.

7.4 Quick test before using
Before the memories are loaded, lightly tap pushbutton #1. You should hear a Morse “1” from the onboard speaker. Pressing pushbutton #2 should return a “2”, and pushbutton #3 should return a “3”.
Then plug in a paddle and send a little code. If you can hear the code you are sending, all should be
well.

7.5 Getting familiar with the EZKeyer III
The default speed is 15 wpm to enable most ops to begin using the commands easily. Set the speed
where you like it using the “S” command (see next page) if the speed pot is inactive or via the speed
pot if it is active and send some code to get the feel of the keyer and the default settings. The iambic
routines are smooth with a good “feel”, and entering commands quickly becomes second nature. Go
through the command list, entering each command. This will familiarize you with the procedure and
features and it only takes a few minutes.
Note: Holding pushbutton #1 down while powering up will cause the keyer to output the software
version in Morse code. Holding pushbutton #2 down while powering up will cause the keyer to restore
all internal settings to the default settings.
Memories
For practice, load the memory for message #1 with a simple message. It’s very easy and when the
message is sent it always goes out as perfect code. For example:
• Press and hold pushbutton #1. Wait for “R” and release.
• Send “1” (for memory #1) and wait for a beep
• Send “C” and wait for a beep
• send “Q” and wait for a beep
• Wait for another beep(enters a space)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Send “C”and wait for a beep
Send “Q”and wait for a beep
Wait for another beep (enters a space)
Send “D”and wait for a beep
Send “E”and wait for a beep
Wait for another beep
Send “X”and wait for a beep
Send a period (ends the message loading) and wait for an “R”

After you try this a few time you will see that it is extremely easy, quick, and intuitive.
To send the stored message, tap and release pushbutton #1. The message code being sent is always
perfect!
The keyer can be commanded to repeat a message continually by entering a value for the delay
between repeats (see “D” command).Then message being sent will repeat continually after waiting the
delay time.
Similarly, of course, entering a “2” command will allow you to load message #2 and entering a “3”
command will allow you to load message #3. Play those messages by tapping and releasing
pushbutton #2 or pushbutton #3.
Speed Limits
You can change the high and low speed limits that set are by the EZKeyer’s speed pot. If you know
you never want to go at the fastest speeds of the EZKeyer (up to 55 WPM) you can put a shunt jumper
between pins 1 and 2 of HDR1. Now the highest speed settings of the pot are removed so that the
highest speed (with the pot turned all the way clockwise) is 32 WPM. Similarly, if you know you never
want to use the slowest speeds of the EZKeyer (down to 5 WPM) you can put a shunt jumper between
pins 3 and 4 of HDR1. Now the lowest speed spot settings of the pot are removed so that the lowest
speed (with the pot is turned all the way counter-clockwise) is 15 WPM. If you place both jumpers on
HDR1, the speed will vary from 15 to 32 wpm when the speed pot is turned between its lower and
upper limits. This allows easier fine-tuning of the speed.

Entering Commands
The full command list and definitions can be found in the next section. Choosing and using them is very
EZ. Here are some examples and their usage. The general procedure is to press and hold pushbutton
#1 until you hear an “R” (about 2 seconds) and then enter the command. If the command you enter isn't
understood, the keyer responds with a “?”.
Here are a few of the important commands.
•

To determine the speed of the CW that the keyer is currently sending, press and hold pushbutton
#1 until you hear “R”. Release the button and send ”W”. The keyer then sends the current speed
setting via the sidetone speaker.

•

If you want to turn the sidetone off because your rig has one that you’d rather use, press and hold
pushbutton #1 until you hear “R”. Release the button and send ”A”. The keyer responds with “R”
and turns off the side tone. Doing it again toggles the sidetone back on. Even when the sidetone is
turned off the keyer uses its speaker for commands.
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•

Sideswiper/Cootie and bug operators that don’t want to get rusty will love these options. Press
pushbutton #1 until you hear “R”, release the button and send ”K”. The keyer cycles to the next
mode, from Keyer mode to Bug mode to Straight-key (Sideswiper/Cootie) mode and back to Keyer
mode. When starting Bug mode the keyer will respond with a “B”. When starting Straight-key mode
the keyer will respond with a “S” and when the going back to Keyer mode the keyer will respond
with a “K”. Some Bug operators prefer the “feel” in Bug Emulate mode when the RX Mute option is
also turned on.

•

You can set the speed by turning the speed potentiometer. The minimum is 5 WPM and the
maximum is 55 WPM. (The minimum and maximum may be limited to 15 and 35 respectively by
placing jumpers on the PC board. See the “P” command below for details.)

•

•

You can set the speed via command. Press and hold pushbutton #1 until you hear “R”. Release
the button and send ”S”. The keyer answers with “dit”. Send the first digit of the speed you want
(e.g. 1 for 18 wpm) and the keyer responds with a “dit”. Send the second digit (8 in this case) and
the keyer responds with “R” and switches to the new speed. If you want to set the speed to less
than 10 wpm you need to enter a leading zero (or “T” for shorthand). Legal speed range is from 5
to 55 wpm.
You can also set the speed on the fly. This is as easy as rotating a knob. Push and hold pushbutton
#1, quickly tap the dot paddle (to go faster) or the dash paddle (to go slower). Then release the
button and you’re at the new speed. This change isn't stored in EEPROM but will remain in use until
you power down (i.e., remove the battery).

8 EZKeyer III Commands
In addition to asking for a message to be played, pushbutton #1 is also used to send commands to the
keyer. If it is pressed and released quickly it sends Message #1. If it is pressed and held for about 2
seconds before releasing, the keyer responds with an "R", and goes into command mode. The user now
enters one of these commands:
"A" - Toggles the keyer's sidetone ON or OFF. Default is ON.
Keyer response is "R" after toggling the sidetone state. The sidetone remains active for keyer
interaction (not transmitted) even when the sidetone is OFF.
"D"– Delay before message repeat. Default is no repeats.
Allows the user to select the amount of delay between message repeats. The keyer response the
command is a DIT, requesting one character, and the user responds by entering a character from
1 and 9, representing the number of seconds to delay between message repeats. Entering a zero
disables message repeats. When the delay is set to a non-zero value, the next message sent is
repeated after waiting for the specified number of seconds. The repeated messages are halted by
pressing either paddle.
"I" - Iambic mode toggle. Default is "Iambic-A".
Toggle between Iambic-A and Iambic-B mode. Keyer response is "A" as Iambic-A is started or "B"
as Iambic-B is started.
"K" - Keyer/Bug/Straight-key toggle. Default is Keyer.
Rotates between Keyer mode, Bug-emulate mode and Straight-key mode. Either the DIT or the
DAH paddle can be used in Straight-key mode. Response is "B" when the keyer enters Bugemulate mode, “S” when the keyer enters “Straight-key” mode, or “K” when the keyer enters Keyer
mode.
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"M" - Receiver Mute Mode Toggle. Default is OFF.
Response is "M" when toggled ON and "O" when toggled OFF. When ON, the receiver mute
circuitry becomes operational. Then, when the paddle is closed (either DIT or DAH) the RX Mute
output is activated, "shorting" the mute jack output to ground. 7 ms later the transmitter output jack
is keyed, "shorting" its output to ground. After the appropriate DIT-time or DAH-time for the current
CW speed the transmitter is un-keyed and 7 ms later the receiver mute is un-keyed. Note that the
leading 7 mS is taken away from the DIT/DAH "ON" time. The mute is keyed for 7 ms after the
DIT/DAH paddle is released and extends into the “OFF” time. The overall speed is constant,
whether or not this feature is ON. See Appendix A for timing details.
"P" – Speed Pot / Paddles toggle. Default is Speed Pot.
Response is “SP” when toggled ON and “O” when toggled OFF. When the Speed Pot is active
the speed is controlled from minimum to maximum by turning the potentiometer. The maximum
speed when pot speed control is active is normally 55 WPM but can be limited to 32 WPM by
installing a jumper shorting pin 1 to pin 2 (No High) of header HDR1 on the PCB. The minimum
speed when pot speed control is active is normally 5 WPM but can be set to 15 WPM by installing
a jumper shorting pin 3 to pin 4 (No Low) of header HDR1 on the PCB. When the Speed Pot is
inactive the speed is controlled by the paddles. Then the “S” command (Set CW Speed) can be
used to set the speed or quick speed changes can be accomplished by tapping the paddles as
described in the “S” command section.
"S" - Set CW speed (between 5 and 55 WPM). Default is 15 WPM.
Keyer response is a DIT, requesting the first digit, followed by another DIT requesting the second
digit. A "T" may be entered instead of a zero. Response is a "?" if the input is invalid.
Quick speed changes can be done without using the “S” command. Simply press and hold the
command pushbutton (pushbutton #1) and then tapping the left (usually DIT) paddle or the right
(usually DAH) paddle. Each time the left paddle is tapped the speed increased by 2 WPM. Each
timethe right paddle is tapped the speed is decreased by 2 WPM. The keyer responds with a DIT
after each tap and speed change.
Note that the speed pot must be disabled ("P" command) for the "S" command to be operational.
"T" - Tune.
Key the output continuously. Continues until the user taps one of the paddles.
"U" - Autospace Mode Toggle. Default is OFF.
Response is "A" when turned ON, "N" when turned OFF. This is an aid for sending good CW.
When enabled you cannot, for example, send code with two DIT-size spaces between any two
Morse elements. If you try to send CW with two DIT-size spaces it will automatically add one more,
assuming you are trying to send a letter-space instead of the ideal DIT-size space between the
elements of a letter. It's rather hard to hear unless you slow way down and try it.
"W" - Report Morse speed.
The keyer reports the current speed.
"X" - Swap Paddles. Default is left paddle DAH and right paddle DIT.
The DIT and DAH paddles are reversed.
"1" Load User Message 1.
The user enters characters for message 1 one character at a time. The keyer sends a DIT,
requesting a character. After the character is entered and validated, the keyer responds with
another DIT requesting the next character, etc. If the user wants a space he just waits for another
DIT without entering any character (about 2 seconds), indicating the space was saved in the
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message. User ends the message input by entering a period. Maximum message size for Message
1 is 47 characters. Response after the period or maximum characters is "R".
"2" Load User Message 2. Same as "1". Maximum message size is 95 characters. Indicate the end of
the message with a period. Response after the period or maximum characters is "R".
"3" Load User Message 3. Same as "1" except maximum message size is 95 characters. Indicate the end
of the message with a period. Response after the period or maximum characters is "R".

Appendix A – Mute Timing Diagram

The ideal DIT-to-Space ratio is always 1.0
The ideal DAH-to-Space ratio is always 3.0
With Mute on (as shown above):
At 25 WPM the DIT-to-Space ratio is 41/55 = .74
At 25 WPM the DAH-to-Space ratio is 137/55 = 2.49
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Similarly:
At 5 WPM the DIT-to-Space ratio is 233/247 = .94
At 5 WPM the DAH-to-Space ratio is 713/247 = 2.89
At 50 WPM the DIT-to-Space ratio is 17/31 = .55
At 50 WPM the DAH-to-Space ratio is 65/31 = 2.1
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Appendix B – EZKeyer III PC Board Schematic
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Appendix C – EZKeyer III PC Board Parts Placement
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Appendix D – EZKeyer III Parts List
Quantity

Designator

Description

(D) DigiKey
(M) Mouser
Other

4SQRP
PARTS
1

C1

0.1 uF, monolithic, radial
(small yellow, "104" or blue)

(D) BC1148CT-ND
(M) 80-C317C104M5U

2

D1, D2

1N4148 diode

1
2

D3
Q1. Q2

1N5817 Schottky diode
BS170 (TO-92) N-Chan MOSFET

3

J1, J2, J3

Audio jack, 1/8", stereo

(D) CP1-3513-ND

1

R1

10K Potentiometer - vertical mount, linear

(D) 987-1289-ND

1

R2

10K Trimmmer Pot- vertical PCB mount,
linear

(D) 3306F-103-ND

1

U1 Socket

DIP socket, 18-position (for PIC)

1

SPK1

speaker

3

PB1, PB2, PB3

SPST pushbutton, momentary on

1

HDR1

2

for HDR1

(D) 1N4148FS-ND
(M) 625-1N4148
(D) 1N5817FSCT-ND
(D) BS170-ND

(D) ED3047-5-ND
(M) 517-4818-3000-CP
(D) 433-1028-ND
(D) SW628-ND
(D) 609-3242-ND
(M) 571-1032402

Header, 0.1", 2x2 pos'n
Shunt, 0.1"

(D) S9000-ND

4

1.75" Spacers, 6-32 threads

(D) 1819K-ND

8
4

Machine Screw, 3/8", 6-32 threads
Rubber bumper with hole

(D) H356-ND
(D) 720K-ND

1

Knob 1/2" diameter, 1/4" shaft

1

Battery holder 3xAA

Jameco 162481
Jameco 216136
(D) BC3AAW-ND

AA0ZZ
PARTS
1
1
1

AA0ZZ Supplied:
Programmed PIC (16LF88)
PCB
Enclosure
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